
LHJH Science Meeting Agenda
Date:            Room 121         Time: 10:35

Our Mission: To ensure high levels of learning and growth for all students and adults
within a safe, supportive, and collaborative culture.

ALL MEANS ALL

Team Members Present/Role:
Tasha Gladden
Jason Johnson
Brandin Natzke

[Copy/Paste Role for each team member:]
Facilitator
Record Keeper
Agenda Keeper/Time Keeper
Norms Manager
Charts and Visuals
Materials Organizer
Encourager

Norms: Fall 2022/Spring 2023

1. Have a clear purpose and agenda for every
meeting

2. Stay positive and stay on topic.

3. Respect everyone's time and opinions.

4. Everyone should be engaged and contribute
to the discussion. No one can opt-out.

Collective Commitments: Fall 2022/Spring
2023

1. Believe the answer is in the room and we
will be committed to collaborating with each
other to find the best solution.

2, Commit to doing what is best for students
even if it is not comfortable for adults.

3. Maintain a positive attitude at team
meetings.

4. No complaining unless we offer a better
alternative.

5.  Teach and assess all essential standards in
our guaranteed viable curriculum and utilize
data to inform instruction.

6.  Conduct is professional but debating is
encouraged.

7. High expectations for learning, behavior,
and citizenship.



Agenda Items/Discussion Notes:

What follow-up is needed based on the information shared at this meeting?

Action Steps & Person Responsible:

Agenda for Next Meeting: Products/Artifacts for Next Meeting:

Reflection of Norms:

(As a reflection of our meeting, what do we
need to change or add to help us accomplish
our goals for this meeting? What behaviors
need to change?)

Discussion:



LHJH Science Meeting Agenda
Date:  2/21, 2/23          Room 121         Time: 10:35

Our Mission: To ensure high levels of learning and growth for all students and adults
within a safe, supportive, and collaborative culture.

ALL MEANS ALL

Team Members Present/Role:
Tasha Gladden
Jason Johnson (T only)
Brandin Natzke
Lezleigh Matthews (T only)

[Copy/Paste Role for each team member:]
Facilitator
Record Keeper
Agenda Keeper/Time Keeper
Norms Manager
Charts and Visuals
Materials Organizer
Encourager

Norms: Fall 2022/Spring 2023

1. Have a clear purpose and agenda for every
meeting

2. Stay positive and stay on topic.

3. Respect everyone's time and opinions.

4. Everyone should be engaged and contribute
to the discussion. No one can opt-out.

Collective Commitments: Fall 2022/Spring
2023

1. Believe the answer is in the room and we
will be committed to collaborating with each
other to find the best solution.

2, Commit to doing what is best for students
even if it is not comfortable for adults.

3. Maintain a positive attitude at team
meetings.

4. No complaining unless we offer a better
alternative.

5.  Teach and assess all essential standards in
our guaranteed viable curriculum and utilize
data to inform instruction.

6.  Conduct is professional but debating is
encouraged.

7. High expectations for learning, behavior,
and citizenship.



Agenda Items/Discussion Notes:Welcome Coach Johnson back
Data sheet for CSA data (all proficient or half proficient)
CSA will be given on Friday or first part of next week (modified CSA)
Energy will be our next unit

What follow-up is needed based on the information shared at this meeting?

Action Steps & Person Responsible: Teacher

Agenda for Next Meeting: #1 What do we
want them to know about energy?

Products/Artifacts for Next Meeting:

Reflection of Norms:

(As a reflection of our meeting, what do we
need to change or add to help us accomplish
our goals for this meeting? What behaviors
need to change?)

Discussion:
Add item analysis data to spreadsheet
CSA date
Intro to Energy



LHJH Science Meeting Agenda
Date:   2/14, 2/16         Room 121         Time: 10:35

Our Mission: To ensure high levels of learning and growth for all students and adults
within a safe, supportive, and collaborative culture.

ALL MEANS ALL

Team Members Present/Role:
Tasha Gladden
Lezleigh Matthews

[Copy/Paste Role for each team member:]
Facilitator
Record Keeper
Agenda Keeper/Time Keeper
Norms Manager
Charts and Visuals
Materials Organizer
Encourager

Norms: Fall 2022/Spring 2023

1. Have a clear purpose and agenda for every
meeting

2. Stay positive and stay on topic.

3. Respect everyone's time and opinions.

4. Everyone should be engaged and contribute
to the discussion. No one can opt-out.

Collective Commitments: Fall 2022/Spring
2023

1. Believe the answer is in the room and we
will be committed to collaborating with each
other to find the best solution.

2, Commit to doing what is best for students
even if it is not comfortable for adults.

3. Maintain a positive attitude at team
meetings.

4. No complaining unless we offer a better
alternative.

5.  Teach and assess all essential standards in
our guaranteed viable curriculum and utilize
data to inform instruction.

6.  Conduct is professional but debating is
encouraged.

7. High expectations for learning, behavior,
and citizenship.



Agenda Items/Discussion Notes: Finishing CFA/Moon phases and starting eclipses-
Video and worksheets (Extension activity) for moon phases
Webquest activity for Eclipses review

What follow-up is needed based on the information shared at this meeting?

Action Steps & Person Responsible: teacher

Agenda for Next Meeting: Make sure we are
all on track for the CFA on Eclipses and the
CSA next week

Products/Artifacts for Next Meeting:

Reflection of Norms:

(As a reflection of our meeting, what do we
need to change or add to help us accomplish
our goals for this meeting? What behaviors
need to change?)

Discussion:
Finishing Earth/Sun/Moon and getting ready
for the CSA on the 24th



LHJH Science Meeting Agenda
Date:  2/7 and 2/9          Room 121         Time: 10:35

Our Mission: To ensure high levels of learning and growth for all students and adults
within a safe, supportive, and collaborative culture.

ALL MEANS ALL

Team Members Present/Role:
Tasha Gladden
Brandin Natzke

[Copy/Paste Role for each team member:]
Facilitator
Record Keeper
Agenda Keeper/Time Keeper
Norms Manager
Charts and Visuals
Materials Organizer
Encourager

Norms: Fall 2022/Spring 2023

1. Have a clear purpose and agenda for every
meeting

2. Stay positive and stay on topic.

3. Respect everyone's time and opinions.

4. Everyone should be engaged and contribute
to the discussion. No one can opt-out.

Collective Commitments: Fall 2022/Spring
2023

1. Believe the answer is in the room and we
will be committed to collaborating with each
other to find the best solution.

2, Commit to doing what is best for students
even if it is not comfortable for adults.

3. Maintain a positive attitude at team
meetings.

4. No complaining unless we offer a better
alternative.

5.  Teach and assess all essential standards in
our guaranteed viable curriculum and utilize
data to inform instruction.

6.  Conduct is professional but debating is
encouraged.

7. High expectations for learning, behavior,
and citizenship.



Agenda Items/Discussion Notes: We did not meet last week.  Two of the days were AMI days.
Question 1-       Where are we in moon phases?   CFA date??
Worksheets to help students understand moon phases??
Update from GC

What follow-up is needed based on the information shared at this meeting?

Action Steps & Person Responsible: Teacher

Agenda for Next Meeting: Products/Artifacts for Next Meeting:

Reflection of Norms:

(As a reflection of our meeting, what do we
need to change or add to help us accomplish
our goals for this meeting? What behaviors
need to change?)
All is good right now

Discussion:



LHJH Science Meeting Agenda
Date:  1/24, 1/25          Room 121         Time: 10:35

Our Mission: To ensure high levels of learning and growth for all students and adults
within a safe, supportive, and collaborative culture.

ALL MEANS ALL

Team Members Present/Role:
Tasha Gladden
Jason Johnson
Brandin Natzke

[Copy/Paste Role for each team member:]
Facilitator
Record Keeper
Agenda Keeper/Time Keeper
Norms Manager
Charts and Visuals
Materials Organizer
Encourager

Norms: Fall 2022/Spring 2023

1. Have a clear purpose and agenda for every
meeting

2. Stay positive and stay on topic.

3. Respect everyone's time and opinions.

4. Everyone should be engaged and contribute
to the discussion. No one can opt-out.

Collective Commitments: Fall 2022/Spring
2023

1. Believe the answer is in the room and we
will be committed to collaborating with each
other to find the best solution.

2, Commit to doing what is best for students
even if it is not comfortable for adults.

3. Maintain a positive attitude at team
meetings.

4. No complaining unless we offer a better
alternative.

5.  Teach and assess all essential standards in
our guaranteed viable curriculum and utilize
data to inform instruction.

6.  Conduct is professional but debating is
encouraged.

7. High expectations for learning, behavior,
and citizenship.



Agenda Items/Discussion Notes: CFA over Seasons
Finishing NWEA

What follow-up is needed based on the information shared at this meeting?

Action Steps & Person Responsible: Teacher

Agenda for Next Meeting: Meeting with Selig
and Gray

Products/Artifacts for Next Meeting:

Reflection of Norms:

(As a reflection of our meeting, what do we
need to change or add to help us accomplish
our goals for this meeting? What behaviors
need to change?)

Discussion:



LHJH Science Meeting Agenda
Date: 1/17 and 1/19           Room 121         Time: 10:35

Our Mission: To ensure high levels of learning and growth for all students and adults
within a safe, supportive, and collaborative culture.

ALL MEANS ALL

Team Members Present/Role:
Tasha Gladden
Jason Johnson
Brandin Natzke
ALL science teachers

[Copy/Paste Role for each team member:]
Facilitator
Record Keeper
Agenda Keeper/Time Keeper
Norms Manager
Charts and Visuals
Materials Organizer
Encourager

Norms: Fall 2022/Spring 2023

1. Have a clear purpose and agenda for every
meeting

2. Stay positive and stay on topic.

3. Respect everyone's time and opinions.

4. Everyone should be engaged and contribute
to the discussion. No one can opt-out.

Collective Commitments: Fall 2022/Spring
2023

1. Believe the answer is in the room and we
will be committed to collaborating with each
other to find the best solution.

2, Commit to doing what is best for students
even if it is not comfortable for adults.

3. Maintain a positive attitude at team
meetings.

4. No complaining unless we offer a better
alternative.

5.  Teach and assess all essential standards in
our guaranteed viable curriculum and utilize
data to inform instruction.

6.  Conduct is professional but debating is
encouraged.

7. High expectations for learning, behavior,
and citizenship.



Agenda Items/Discussion Notes: NWEA Wednesday and Thursday
Make Earth-Sun-Moon model   Finish Lesson 1 (1/17) and Lesson 2 this week

CFA over seasons 1/27
Met together to discuss the 85/15 grading practice and answered questions about it

What follow-up is needed based on the information shared at this meeting?

Action Steps & Person Responsible: Teacher

Agenda for Next Meeting: date for the next
CFA

Products/Artifacts for Next Meeting:

Reflection of Norms:

(As a reflection of our meeting, what do we
need to change or add to help us accomplish
our goals for this meeting? What behaviors
need to change?)

Discussion:
Question 1-What do we want them to
learn/know?



LHJH Science Meeting Agenda
Date: 1/10 and 1/12             Room 121         Time: 10:35

Our Mission: To ensure high levels of learning and growth for all students and adults
within a safe, supportive, and collaborative culture.

ALL MEANS ALL

Team Members Present/Role:
Tasha Gladden
Jason Johnson
Brandin Natzke

[Copy/Paste Role for each team member:]
Facilitator
Record Keeper
Agenda Keeper/Time Keeper
Norms Manager
Charts and Visuals
Materials Organizer
Encourager

Norms: Fall 2022/Spring 2023

1. Have a clear purpose and agenda for every
meeting

2. Stay positive and stay on topic.

3. Respect everyone's time and opinions.

4. Everyone should be engaged and contribute
to the discussion. No one can opt-out.

Collective Commitments: Fall 2022/Spring
2023

1. Believe the answer is in the room and we
will be committed to collaborating with each
other to find the best solution.

2, Commit to doing what is best for students
even if it is not comfortable for adults.

3. Maintain a positive attitude at team
meetings.

4. No complaining unless we offer a better
alternative.

5.  Teach and assess all essential standards in
our guaranteed viable curriculum and utilize
data to inform instruction.

6.  Conduct is professional but debating is
encouraged.

7. High expectations for learning, behavior,
and citizenship.



Agenda Items/Discussion Notes: Next unit of study
NWEA next Tuesday and Wednesday
TACA questions for DNA unit
Knowbe4
Eschool password change
Grades due TODAY

What follow-up is needed based on the information shared at this meeting?

Action Steps & Person Responsible: Teachers

Agenda for Next Meeting: Getting ready for
2nd semester

Products/Artifacts for Next Meeting:

Reflection of Norms:

(As a reflection of our meeting, what do we
need to change or add to help us accomplish
our goals for this meeting? What behaviors
need to change?)

Discussion:



LHJH Science Meeting Agenda
Date:  1/5/23                          Room 121         Time: 10:35

Our Mission: To ensure high levels of learning and growth for all students and adults
within a safe, supportive, and collaborative culture.

ALL MEANS ALL

Team Members Present/Role:
Tasha Gladden
Jason Johnson
Brandin Natzke
David DeArmon
Lezleigh Matthews

[Copy/Paste Role for each team member:]
Facilitator
Record Keeper
Agenda Keeper/Time Keeper
Norms Manager
Charts and Visuals
Materials Organizer
Encourager

Norms: Fall 2022/Spring 2023

1. Have a clear purpose and agenda for every
meeting

2. Stay positive and stay on topic.

3. Respect everyone's time and opinions.

4. Everyone should be engaged and contribute
to the discussion. No one can opt-out.

Collective Commitments: Fall 2022/Spring
2023

1. Believe the answer is in the room and we
will be committed to collaborating with each
other to find the best solution.

2, Commit to doing what is best for students
even if it is not comfortable for adults.

3. Maintain a positive attitude at team
meetings.

4. No complaining unless we offer a better
alternative.

5.  Teach and assess all essential standards in
our guaranteed viable curriculum and utilize
data to inform instruction.

6.  Conduct is professional but debating is
encouraged.

7. High expectations for learning, behavior,
and citizenship.



Agenda Items/Discussion Notes:  New grading policy for 2nd semester,  NWEA on the 17th
and 18th,  change password (February)

What follow-up is needed based on the information shared at this meeting?

Action Steps & Person Responsible: Teacher

Agenda for Next Meeting: Products/Artifacts for Next Meeting:

Reflection of Norms:

(As a reflection of our meeting, what do we
need to change or add to help us accomplish
our goals for this meeting? What behaviors
need to change?)

Discussion:



LHJH Science Meeting Agenda
Date:   12/13 and 12/15                         Room 121         Time: 10:35

Our Mission: To ensure high levels of learning and growth for all students and adults
within a safe, supportive, and collaborative culture.

ALL MEANS ALL

Team Members Present/Role:
Tasha Gladden
Jason Johnson
Brandin Natzke
David DeArmon

[Copy/Paste Role for each team member:]
Facilitator
Record Keeper
Agenda Keeper/Time Keeper
Norms Manager
Charts and Visuals
Materials Organizer
Encourager

Norms: Fall 2022

1. Have a clear purpose and agenda for every
meeting

2. Stay positive and stay on topic.

3. Respect everyone's time and opinions.

4. Everyone should be engaged and contribute
to the discussion. No one can opt-out.

Collective Commitments: Fall 2022

1. Believe the answer is in the room and we
will be committed to collaborating with each
other to find the best solution.

2, Commit to doing what is best for students
even if it is not comfortable for adults.

3. Maintain a positive attitude at team
meetings.

4. No complaining unless we offer a better
alternative.

5.  Teach and assess all essential standards in
our guaranteed viable curriculum and utilize
data to inform instruction.

6.  Conduct is professional but debating is
encouraged.

7. High expectations for learning, behavior,
and citizenship.



Agenda Items/Discussion Notes:
● CFA/CSA data sheets (email from Bradley)
● Adding test questions to CSA (update to fit ES)
● Activity for when we return from Christmas break

What follow-up is needed based on the information shared at this meeting?

Action Steps & Person Responsible:
● Teacher

Agenda for Next Meeting:
Material to be covered before break

Products/Artifacts for Next Meeting:
Scores from CSA on Tuesday the 20th

Reflection of Norms:

(As a reflection of our meeting, what do we
need to change or add to help us accomplish
our goals for this meeting? What behaviors
need to change?)

Discussion:
Data sheets for second semester



LHJH Science Meeting Agenda
Date:   12/6 and 12/8                         Room 121         Time: 10:35

Our Mission: To ensure high levels of learning and growth for all students and adults
within a safe, supportive, and collaborative culture.

ALL MEANS ALL

Team Members Present/Role:
Tasha Gladden
Jason Johnson-SPED meeting/Th
Brandin Natzke
David DeArmon

[Copy/Paste Role for each team member:]
Facilitator
Record Keeper
Agenda Keeper/Time Keeper
Norms Manager
Charts and Visuals
Materials Organizer
Encourager

Norms: Fall 2022

1. Have a clear purpose and agenda for every
meeting

2. Stay positive and stay on topic.

3. Respect everyone's time and opinions.

4. Everyone should be engaged and contribute
to the discussion. No one can opt-out.

Collective Commitments: Fall 2022

1. Believe the answer is in the room and we
will be committed to collaborating with each
other to find the best solution.

2, Commit to doing what is best for students
even if it is not comfortable for adults.

3. Maintain a positive attitude at team
meetings.

4. No complaining unless we offer a better
alternative.

5.  Teach and assess all essential standards in
our guaranteed viable curriculum and utilize
data to inform instruction.

6.  Conduct is professional but debating is
encouraged.

7. High expectations for learning, behavior,
and citizenship.



Agenda Items/Discussion Notes:
● CFA’s all completed and the CSA before break
● Plan for return from break
● Monster genetics activity

What follow-up is needed based on the information shared at this meeting?

Action Steps & Person Responsible:
● Teachers

Agenda for Next Meeting:  discuss CFA
scores

Products/Artifacts for Next Meeting:
CFA scores

Reflection of Norms:

(As a reflection of our meeting, what do we
need to change or add to help us accomplish
our goals for this meeting? What behaviors
need to change?)   All good

Discussion:  change of semester after we
return-NWEA on 17th and 18th-getting
activities for Earth-Sun-Moon



LHJH Science Meeting Agenda
Date:   11/29 and 12/1                         Room 121         Time: 10:35

Our Mission: To ensure high levels of learning and growth for all students and adults
within a safe, supportive, and collaborative culture.

ALL MEANS ALL

Team Members Present/Role:
Tasha Gladden
Jason Johnson
Brandin Natzke

[Copy/Paste Role for each team member:]
Facilitator
Record Keeper
Agenda Keeper/Time Keeper
Norms Manager
Charts and Visuals
Materials Organizer
Encourager

Norms: Fall 2022

1. Have a clear purpose and agenda for every
meeting

2. Stay positive and stay on topic.

3. Respect everyone's time and opinions.

4. Everyone should be engaged and contribute
to the discussion. No one can opt-out.

Collective Commitments: Fall 2022

1. Believe the answer is in the room and we
will be committed to collaborating with each
other to find the best solution.

2, Commit to doing what is best for students
even if it is not comfortable for adults.

3. Maintain a positive attitude at team
meetings.

4. No complaining unless we offer a better
alternative.

5.  Teach and assess all essential standards in
our guaranteed viable curriculum and utilize
data to inform instruction.

6.  Conduct is professional but debating is
encouraged.

7. High expectations for learning, behavior,
and citizenship.



Agenda Items/Discussion Notes:
● What to teach/finish before Christmas Break
● CFA 5, this week      CFA 6 and 7, week of Dec. 5       CSA Dec.14
● Added Eyewash/Shower check off sheet to lab

What follow-up is needed based on the information shared at this meeting?

Action Steps & Person Responsible:
● Science teachers

Agenda for Next Meeting:   Data meeting? Products/Artifacts for Next Meeting:  CFA
scores

Reflection of Norms:

(As a reflection of our meeting, what do we
need to change or add to help us accomplish
our goals for this meeting? What behaviors
need to change?)

Discussion:
Unit after Christmas- Earth, Sun, and Moon



LHJH Science Meeting Agenda
Date:  11/14    and 11/16                      Room 121         Time: 10:35

Our Mission: To ensure high levels of learning and growth for all students and adults
within a safe, supportive, and collaborative culture.

ALL MEANS ALL

Team Members Present/Role:
Tasha Gladden
Jason Johnson
Brandin Natzke

[Copy/Paste Role for each team member:]
Facilitator
Record Keeper
Agenda Keeper/Time Keeper
Norms Manager
Charts and Visuals
Materials Organizer
Encourager

Norms: Fall 2022

1. Have a clear purpose and agenda for every
meeting

2. Stay positive and stay on topic.

3. Respect everyone's time and opinions.

4. Everyone should be engaged and contribute
to the discussion. No one can opt-out.

Collective Commitments: Fall 2022

1. Believe the answer is in the room and we
will be committed to collaborating with each
other to find the best solution.

2, Commit to doing what is best for students
even if it is not comfortable for adults.

3. Maintain a positive attitude at team
meetings.

4. No complaining unless we offer a better
alternative.

5.  Teach and assess all essential standards in
our guaranteed viable curriculum and utilize
data to inform instruction.

6.  Conduct is professional but debating is
encouraged.

7. High expectations for learning, behavior,
and citizenship.



Agenda Items/Discussion Notes:
● Data meeting on CFA-4  DNA structure
● Question 1 for the week before and after Thanksgiving
● Met with Tim Brown/extension activities
●

What follow-up is needed based on the information shared at this meeting?

Action Steps & Person Responsible:
● Teacher

Agenda for Next Meeting: After
Thanksgiving-When are we giving the CFA’s

Products/Artifacts for Next Meeting:

Reflection of Norms:

(As a reflection of our meeting, what do we
need to change or add to help us accomplish
our goals for this meeting? What behaviors
need to change?)

Discussion:
What should be discussed in Team
Meetings?



LHJH Science Meeting Agenda
Date: 11/8 and 11/10                           Room 121         Time: 10:35

Our Mission: To ensure high levels of learning and growth for all students and adults
within a safe, supportive, and collaborative culture.

ALL MEANS ALL

Team Members Present/Role:
Tasha Gladden
Jason Johnson
Brandin Natzke
David DeArmon

[Copy/Paste Role for each team member:]
Facilitator
Record Keeper
Agenda Keeper/Time Keeper
Norms Manager
Charts and Visuals
Materials Organizer
Encourager

Norms: Fall 2022

1. Have a clear purpose and agenda for every
meeting

2. Stay positive and stay on topic.

3. Respect everyone's time and opinions.

4. Everyone should be engaged and contribute
to the discussion. No one can opt-out.

Collective Commitments: Fall 2022

1. Believe the answer is in the room and we
will be committed to collaborating with each
other to find the best solution.

2, Commit to doing what is best for students
even if it is not comfortable for adults.

3. Maintain a positive attitude at team
meetings.

4. No complaining unless we offer a better
alternative.

5.  Teach and assess all essential standards in
our guaranteed viable curriculum and utilize
data to inform instruction.

6.  Conduct is professional but debating is
encouraged.

7. High expectations for learning, behavior,
and citizenship.



Agenda Items/Discussion Notes:
● Finish giving CFA-4  DNA structure this week
● Intervention on CFA-4 and the CSA (science skills)
● Getting ready to start Mutations
● NWEA possibly…January 17 and 18
● Career Fair next Tuesday
● Enter data for CFA 4 in MTWOTDoc

What follow-up is needed based on the information shared at this meeting?

Action Steps & Person Responsible:
● Classroom teacher

Agenda for Next Meeting: Discuss CFA data
next week (Monday)

Products/Artifacts for Next Meeting:
Data

Reflection of Norms: All OK

(As a reflection of our meeting, what do we
need to change or add to help us accomplish
our goals for this meeting? What behaviors
need to change?)

Discussion: Tim Brown next week during prep
(Thurs.??)



LHJH Science Meeting Agenda
Date:   11/1 and 11/3                         Room 121         Time: 10:35

Our Mission: To ensure high levels of learning and growth for all students and adults
within a safe, supportive, and collaborative culture.

ALL MEANS ALL

Team Members Present/Role:
Tasha Gladden
Jason Johnson
Brandin Natzke

[Copy/Paste Role for each team member:]
Facilitator
Record Keeper
Agenda Keeper/Time Keeper
Norms Manager
Charts and Visuals
Materials Organizer
Encourager

Norms: Fall 2022

1. Have a clear purpose and agenda for every
meeting

2. Stay positive and stay on topic.

3. Respect everyone's time and opinions.

4. Everyone should be engaged and contribute
to the discussion. No one can opt-out.

Collective Commitments: Fall 2022

1. Believe the answer is in the room and we
will be committed to collaborating with each
other to find the best solution.

2, Commit to doing what is best for students
even if it is not comfortable for adults.

3. Maintain a positive attitude at team
meetings.

4. No complaining unless we offer a better
alternative.

5.  Teach and assess all essential standards in
our guaranteed viable curriculum and utilize
data to inform instruction.

6.  Conduct is professional but debating is
encouraged.

7. High expectations for learning, behavior,
and citizenship.



Agenda Items/Discussion Notes:
● Friday-Make up CFA’s and CSA’s-try to finish this week
● DNA structure and function
● CFA-4 next week

What follow-up is needed based on the information shared at this meeting?

Action Steps & Person Responsible:
● Teacher

Agenda for Next Meeting: Products/Artifacts for Next Meeting:

Reflection of Norms:

(As a reflection of our meeting, what do we
need to change or add to help us accomplish
our goals for this meeting? What behaviors
need to change?)

Discussion:
DNA activities



LHJH Science Meeting Agenda
Date:  10/25 and 10/27                          Room 121         Time: 10:35

Our Mission: To ensure high levels of learning and growth for all students and adults
within a safe, supportive, and collaborative culture.

ALL MEANS ALL

Team Members Present/Role:
Tasha Gladden
Jason Johnson
Brandin Natzke

[Copy/Paste Role for each team member:]
Facilitator
Record Keeper
Agenda Keeper/Time Keeper
Norms Manager
Charts and Visuals
Materials Organizer
Encourager

Norms: Fall 2022

1. Have a clear purpose and agenda for every
meeting

2. Stay positive and stay on topic.

3. Respect everyone's time and opinions.

4. Everyone should be engaged and contribute
to the discussion. No one can opt-out.

Collective Commitments: Fall 2022

1. Believe the answer is in the room and we
will be committed to collaborating with each
other to find the best solution.

2, Commit to doing what is best for students
even if it is not comfortable for adults.

3. Maintain a positive attitude at team
meetings.

4. No complaining unless we offer a better
alternative.

5.  Teach and assess all essential standards in
our guaranteed viable curriculum and utilize
data to inform instruction.

6.  Conduct is professional but debating is
encouraged.

7. High expectations for learning, behavior,
and citizenship.



Agenda Items/Discussion Notes:
● Finish CFA’s and CSA for Science Skills
● Getting ready to begin DNA/Mutations Unit
● Next week look at data…if ready

What follow-up is needed based on the information shared at this meeting?

Action Steps & Person Responsible:
● Classroom teachers

Agenda for Next Meeting:
Hopefully data meeting

Products/Artifacts for Next Meeting:
CSA data

Reflection of Norms:

(As a reflection of our meeting, what do we
need to change or add to help us accomplish
our goals for this meeting? What behaviors
need to change?)

Discussion:
Corrected grading scale on CSA
Sub work for Thursday morning



LHJH Science Meeting Agenda
Date: 10/18 and 10/20                            Room 121         Time: 10:35

Our Mission: To ensure high levels of learning and growth for all students and adults
within a safe, supportive, and collaborative culture.

ALL MEANS ALL

Team Members Present/Role:
Tasha Gladden
Jason Johnson-absent
Brandin Natzke-
David DeArmon

[Copy/Paste Role for each team member:]
Facilitator
Record Keeper
Agenda Keeper/Time Keeper
Norms Manager
Charts and Visuals
Materials Organizer
Encourager

Norms: Fall 2022

1. Have a clear purpose and agenda for every
meeting

2. Stay positive and stay on topic.

3. Respect everyone's time and opinions.

4. Everyone should be engaged and contribute
to the discussion. No one can opt-out.

Collective Commitments: Fall 2022

1. Believe the answer is in the room and we
will be committed to collaborating with each
other to find the best solution.

2, Commit to doing what is best for students
even if it is not comfortable for adults.

3. Maintain a positive attitude at team
meetings.

4. No complaining unless we offer a better
alternative.

5.  Teach and assess all essential standards in
our guaranteed viable curriculum and utilize
data to inform instruction.

6.  Conduct is professional but debating is
encouraged.

7. High expectations for learning, behavior,
and citizenship.



Agenda Items/Discussion Notes:
Finish review of skills
Giving CFA-3 this week and possibly CSA (Paper Towel Lab)

What follow-up is needed based on the information shared at this meeting?

Action Steps & Person Responsible:
● Classroom teachers

Agenda for Next Meeting: Discuss next topic
of study and see if/what interventions need to
be completed with students

Products/Artifacts for Next Meeting:

Reflection of Norms:

(As a reflection of our meeting, what do we
need to change or add to help us accomplish
our goals for this meeting? What behaviors
need to change?)

Discussion:



LHJH Science Meeting Agenda
Date: 10/11 and 10/13               Room 121         Time: 10:35

Our Mission: To ensure high levels of learning and growth for all students and adults
within a safe, supportive, and collaborative culture.

ALL MEANS ALL

Team Members Present/Role:
Tasha Gladden
Jason Johnson
Brandin Natzke

[Copy/Paste Role for each team member:]
Facilitator
Record Keeper
Agenda Keeper/Time Keeper
Norms Manager
Charts and Visuals
Materials Organizer
Encourager

Norms: Fall 2022

1. Have a clear purpose and agenda for every
meeting

2. Stay positive and stay on topic.

3. Respect everyone's time and opinions.

4. Everyone should be engaged and contribute
to the discussion. No one can opt-out.

Collective Commitments: Fall 2022

1. Believe the answer is in the room and we
will be committed to collaborating with each
other to find the best solution.

2, Commit to doing what is best for students
even if it is not comfortable for adults.

3. Maintain a positive attitude at team
meetings.

4. No complaining unless we offer a better
alternative.

5.  Teach and assess all essential standards in
our guaranteed viable curriculum and utilize
data to inform instruction.

6.  Conduct is professional but debating is
encouraged.

7. High expectations for learning, behavior,
and citizenship.



Agenda Items/Discussion Notes:
● Helicopter Lab-use and discuss skill words during this lab
● Using a Variables practice worksheet as review before completing lab

What follow-up is needed based on the information shared at this meeting?

Action Steps & Person Responsible:
● Classroom teacher

Agenda for Next Meeting:
Discuss how well students were able to
complete the lab and use the skills/skill words
correctly

Products/Artifacts for Next Meeting:
Lab papers

Reflection of Norms:

(As a reflection of our meeting, what do we
need to change or add to help us accomplish
our goals for this meeting? What behaviors
need to change?)

Discussion:
Discussed common errors that students did
last year



LHJH Science Meeting Agenda
Date:  10/4 and 10/6                          Room 121         Time: 10:35

Our Mission: To ensure high levels of learning and growth for all students and adults
within a safe, supportive, and collaborative culture.

ALL MEANS ALL

Team Members Present/Role:
Tasha Gladden
Jason Johnson-absent
Brandin Natzke

[Copy/Paste Role for each team member:]
Facilitator
Record Keeper
Agenda Keeper/Time Keeper
Norms Manager
Charts and Visuals
Materials Organizer
Encourager

Norms: Fall 2022

1. Have a clear purpose and agenda for every
meeting

2. Stay positive and stay on topic.

3. Respect everyone's time and opinions.

4. Everyone should be engaged and contribute
to the discussion. No one can opt-out.

Collective Commitments: Fall 2022

1. Believe the answer is in the room and we
will be committed to collaborating with each
other to find the best solution.

2, Commit to doing what is best for students
even if it is not comfortable for adults.

3. Maintain a positive attitude at team
meetings.

4. No complaining unless we offer a better
alternative.

5.  Teach and assess all essential standards in
our guaranteed viable curriculum and utilize
data to inform instruction.

6.  Conduct is professional but debating is
encouraged.

7. High expectations for learning, behavior,
and citizenship.



Agenda Items/Discussion Notes:study
● CSA scores
● Discussed next topic of

What follow-up is needed based on the information shared at this meeting?

Action Steps & Person Responsible:
● Classroom teachers

Agenda for Next Meeting:
Discuss CSA scores and finish TACA
questions

Products/Artifacts for Next Meeting:

Reflection of Norms:

(As a reflection of our meeting, what do we
need to change or add to help us accomplish
our goals for this meeting? What behaviors
need to change?)

Discussion:
Students still lacking a full understanding of
skills will be given opportunities throughout
the rest of the year to practice



LHJH Science Meeting Agenda
Date:    9/27 and 9/29                        Room 121         Time: 10:35

Our Mission: To ensure high levels of learning and growth for all students and adults
within a safe, supportive, and collaborative culture.

ALL MEANS ALL

Team Members Present/Role:
Tasha Gladden
Jason Johnson
Brandin Natzke

[Copy/Paste Role for each team member:]
Facilitator
Record Keeper
Agenda Keeper/Time Keeper
Norms Manager
Charts and Visuals
Materials Organizer
Encourager

Norms: Fall 2022

1. Have a clear purpose and agenda for every
meeting

2. Stay positive and stay on topic.

3. Respect everyone's time and opinions.

4. Everyone should be engaged and contribute
to the discussion. No one can opt-out.

Collective Commitments: Fall 2022

1. Believe the answer is in the room and we
will be committed to collaborating with each
other to find the best solution.

2, Commit to doing what is best for students
even if it is not comfortable for adults.

3. Maintain a positive attitude at team
meetings.

4. No complaining unless we offer a better
alternative.

5.  Teach and assess all essential standards in
our guaranteed viable curriculum and utilize
data to inform instruction.

6.  Conduct is professional but debating is
encouraged.

7. High expectations for learning, behavior,
and citizenship.



Agenda Items/Discussion Notes:
● ACT Aspire make ups Friday
● CSA will be given Thursday      (Question #2)
● Starting “Scientific Investigation” Unit
● Completed TACA questions for ES 1

What follow-up is needed based on the information shared at this meeting?

Action Steps & Person Responsible:
● Classroom teacher

Agenda for Next Meeting:
Hopefully data meeting next week

Products/Artifacts for Next Meeting:
CSA scores in Data Protocol Sheet

Reflection of Norms:

(As a reflection of our meeting, what do we
need to change or add to help us accomplish
our goals for this meeting? What behaviors
need to change?)

Discussion:
Teaching topics next week
Testable questions, hypothesis, and variables



LHJH Science Meeting Agenda
Date: 9/20 and 9/22                           Room 121         Time: 10:35

Our Mission: To ensure high levels of learning and growth for all students and adults
within a safe, supportive, and collaborative culture.

ALL MEANS ALL

Team Members Present/Role:
Tasha Gladden
Jason Johnson
Brandin Natzke

[Copy/Paste Role for each team member:]
Facilitator
Record Keeper
Agenda Keeper/Time Keeper
Norms Manager
Charts and Visuals
Materials Organizer
Encourager

Norms: Fall 2022

1. Have a clear purpose and agenda for every
meeting

2. Stay positive and stay on topic.

3. Respect everyone's time and opinions.

4. Everyone should be engaged and contribute
to the discussion. No one can opt-out.

Collective Commitments: Fall 2022

1. Believe the answer is in the room and we
will be committed to collaborating with each
other to find the best solution.

2, Commit to doing what is best for students
even if it is not comfortable for adults.

3. Maintain a positive attitude at team
meetings.

4. No complaining unless we offer a better
alternative.

5.  Teach and assess all essential standards in
our guaranteed viable curriculum and utilize
data to inform instruction.

6.  Conduct is professional but debating is
encouraged.

7. High expectations for learning, behavior,
and citizenship.



Agenda Items/Discussion Notes:
● CFA 2 scores
● Whole class review
● NWEA Wednesday and Thursday
● Make up CFA’s

What follow-up is needed based on the information shared at this meeting?

Action Steps & Person Responsible:
● Teachers

Agenda for Next Meeting:
Discuss scores
Meet with Susan Allison Dawson Science Specialist

Products/Artifacts for Next Meeting:

Reflection of Norms:

(As a reflection of our meeting, what do we
need to change or add to help us accomplish
our goals for this meeting? What behaviors
need to change?)

Discussion:



LHJH Science Meeting Agenda
Date: 9/13 and 9/15                       Room 121         Time: 10:35

Our Mission: To ensure high levels of learning and growth for all students and adults
within a safe, supportive, and collaborative culture.

ALL MEANS ALL

Team Members Present/Role:
Tasha Gladden
Jason Johnson
Brandin Natzke

[Copy/Paste Role for each team member:]
Facilitator
Record Keeper
Agenda Keeper/Time Keeper
Norms Manager
Charts and Visuals
Materials Organizer
Encourager

Norms: Fall 2022

1. Have a clear purpose and agenda for every
meeting

2. Stay positive and stay on topic.

3. Respect everyone's time and opinions.

4. Everyone should be engaged and contribute
to the discussion. No one can opt-out.

Collective Commitments: Fall 2022

1. Believe the answer is in the room and we
will be committed to collaborating with each
other to find the best solution.

2, Commit to doing what is best for students
even if it is not comfortable for adults.

3. Maintain a positive attitude at team
meetings.

4. No complaining unless we offer a better
alternative.

5.  Teach and assess all essential standards in
our guaranteed viable curriculum and utilize
data to inform instruction.

6.  Conduct is professional but debating is
encouraged.

7. High expectations for learning, behavior,
and citizenship.



Agenda Items/Discussion Notes:
● CFA 1 retakes
● CFA 2 possibly Thursday
● BMI screenings Tuesday the 20th
● NWEA next week  Wed and Th  (21st and 22)

What follow-up is needed based on the information shared at this meeting?

Action Steps & Person Responsible:
● Classroom teachers
● Jennifer Bradley deleting NWEA set up (if you did it already)

Agenda for Next Meeting: Set up date for
data meeting (will set up date at next
meeting)

Products/Artifacts for Next Meeting:
CFA 2 scores

Reflection of Norms:

(As a reflection of our meeting, what do we
need to change or add to help us accomplish
our goals for this meeting? What behaviors
need to change?)

Discussion:
Weekly schedule



LHJH Science Meeting Agenda
Date:  9/6/22  and 9/8/22                        Room 121         Time: 10:35

Our Mission: To ensure high levels of learning and growth for all students and adults
within a safe, supportive, and collaborative culture.

ALL MEANS ALL

Team Members Present/Role:
Tasha Gladden
Jason Johnson
Brandin Natzke(absent Th)

[Copy/Paste Role for each team member:]
Facilitator
Record Keeper
Agenda Keeper/Time Keeper
Norms Manager
Charts and Visuals
Materials Organizer
Encourager

Norms: Fall 2022

1. Have a clear purpose and agenda for every
meeting

2. Stay positive and stay on topic.

3. Respect everyone's time and opinions.

4. Everyone should be engaged and contribute
to the discussion. No one can opt-out.

Collective Commitments: Fall 2022

1. Believe the answer is in the room and we
will be committed to collaborating with each
other to find the best solution.

2, Commit to doing what is best for students
even if it is not comfortable for adults.

3. Maintain a positive attitude at team
meetings.

4. No complaining unless we offer a better
alternative.

5.  Teach and assess all essential standards in
our guaranteed viable curriculum and utilize
data to inform instruction.

6.  Conduct is professional but debating is
encouraged.

7. High expectations for learning, behavior,
and citizenship.



Agenda Items/Discussion Notes:
● Students still needing to take the CFA 1/remediation
● Created a review sheet for those needing extra help
● Megan Greeson shared a doc with ideas for enrichment activities
● Angie Gray met with us to show us IXL.com It has review questions set up like the

ACT Aspire test  Can be teacher led or students can log on

What follow-up is needed based on the information shared at this meeting?

Action Steps & Person Responsible:
● Classroom teachers

Agenda for Next Meeting:
Discuss CFA 1 data and review standards
that will be taught this week

Products/Artifacts for Next Meeting:
CFA 1 scores

Reflection of Norms:

(As a reflection of our meeting, what do we
need to change or add to help us accomplish
our goals for this meeting? What behaviors
need to change?)

Discussion:

Proficiency Scales need to be given to
students at the beginning of each new unit

NWEA postponed for a week



LHJH Science Meeting Agenda
Date: 8/30/22  and 9/1/22                      Room 119/121         Time: 10:35

Our Mission: To ensure high levels of learning and growth for all students and adults
within a safe, supportive, and collaborative culture.

ALL MEANS ALL

Team Members Present/Role:
Tasha Gladden
Jason Johnson
Brandin Natzke

[Copy/Paste Role for each team member:]
Facilitator
Record Keeper
Agenda Keeper/Time Keeper
Norms Manager
Charts and Visuals
Materials Organizer
Encourager

Norms: Fall 2022

1. Have a clear purpose and agenda for every
meeting

2. Stay positive and stay on topic.

3. Respect everyone's time and opinions.

4. Everyone should be engaged and contribute
to the discussion. No one can opt-out.

Collective Commitments: Fall 2022

1. Believe the answer is in the room and we
will be committed to collaborating with each
other to find the best solution.

2, Commit to doing what is best for students
even if it is not comfortable for adults.

3. Maintain a positive attitude at team
meetings.

4. No complaining unless we offer a better
alternative.

5.  Teach and assess all essential standards in
our guaranteed viable curriculum and utilize
data to inform instruction.

6.  Conduct is professional but debating is
encouraged.

7. High expectations for learning, behavior,
and citizenship.



Agenda Items/Discussion Notes:
● Objectives for the week
● “Cartoons”    Picking out vocabulary
● CFA-1 on Friday (9-2-22)   Question 2
● Data meeting    Thursday (9-8-22)???
● Meet with Angie to discuss data on ACT Aspire data (Dawson co-op)

What follow-up is needed based on the information shared at this meeting?

Action Steps & Person Responsible:
● 8th grade science teachers

Agenda for Next Meeting:  Discuss CFA
results

Products/Artifacts for Next Meeting:
CFA results????

Reflection of Norms:

(As a reflection of our meeting, what do we
need to change or add to help us accomplish
our goals for this meeting? What behaviors
need to change?)

Discussion:
9/1  Claiming students, CFA 1 tomorrow,
correct/fix CFA 2

Next week- Question 3



LHJH Science Meeting Agenda
Date: 8/23/22   8/25/22                       Room 121         Time: 10:40am

Our Mission: To ensure high levels of learning and growth for all students and adults
within a safe, supportive, and collaborative culture.

ALL MEANS ALL

Team Members Present/Role:

Tasha Gladden
Jason Johnson
Brandin Natzke
David DeArmon

[Copy/Paste Role for each team member:]
Facilitator
Record Keeper
Agenda Keeper/Time Keeper
Norms Manager
Charts and Visuals
Materials Organizer
Encourager

Norms: Fall 2022

1. Have a clear purpose and agenda for every
meeting

2. Stay positive and stay on topic.

3. Respect everyone's time and opinions.

4. Everyone should be engaged and contribute
to the discussion. No one can opt-out.

Collective Commitments: Fall 2022

1. Believe the answer is in the room and we
will be committed to collaborating with each
other to find the best solution.

2, Commit to doing what is best for students
even if it is not comfortable for adults.

3. Maintain a positive attitude at team
meetings.

4. No complaining unless we offer a better
alternative.

5.  Teach and assess all essential standards in
our guaranteed viable curriculum and utilize
data to inform instruction.

6.  Conduct is professional but debating is
encouraged.

7. High expectations for learning, behavior,
and citizenship.



Agenda Items/Discussion Notes:
● First week of school information
● textbooks/lab safety contracts
● Question 1-Science skills relate to everything we do.  (Inquiry lab-drops on a penny)
● Specifics of penny lab/scientific vocab
● Linked Agenda to Monitoring doc
● Set personal and team goals

What follow-up is needed based on the information shared at this meeting?

Action Steps & Person Responsible:
● Collaboration
● Each teacher responsible for conducting lab and discussion questions

Agenda for Next Meeting:
Preview and Develop discussion questions
for lab
Question #1 for next week

Products/Artifacts for Next Meeting:
Penny lab handout

Reflection of Norms:

(As a reflection of our meeting, what do we
need to change or add to help us accomplish
our goals for this meeting? What behaviors
need to change?)

Discussion: Issues from this week, lab, next
week’s objectives



LHJH Science Meeting Agenda
Date:                            Room 121         Time: 10:35

Our Mission: To ensure high levels of learning and growth for all students and adults
within a safe, supportive, and collaborative culture.

ALL MEANS ALL

Team Members Present/Role:
Tasha Gladden
Jason Johnson
Brandin Natzke

[Copy/Paste Role for each team member:]
Facilitator
Record Keeper
Agenda Keeper/Time Keeper
Norms Manager
Charts and Visuals
Materials Organizer
Encourager

Norms: Fall 2022

1. Have a clear purpose and agenda for every
meeting

2. Stay positive and stay on topic.

3. Respect everyone's time and opinions.

4. Everyone should be engaged and contribute
to the discussion. No one can opt-out.

Collective Commitments: Fall 2022

1. Believe the answer is in the room and we
will be committed to collaborating with each
other to find the best solution.

2, Commit to doing what is best for students
even if it is not comfortable for adults.

3. Maintain a positive attitude at team
meetings.

4. No complaining unless we offer a better
alternative.

5.  Teach and assess all essential standards in
our guaranteed viable curriculum and utilize
data to inform instruction.

6.  Conduct is professional but debating is
encouraged.

7. High expectations for learning, behavior,
and citizenship.



Agenda Items/Discussion Notes:
●

What follow-up is needed based on the information shared at this meeting?

Action Steps & Person Responsible:
●

Agenda for Next Meeting: Products/Artifacts for Next Meeting:

Reflection of Norms:

(As a reflection of our meeting, what do we
need to change or add to help us accomplish
our goals for this meeting? What behaviors
need to change?)

Discussion:











LHJH Science Meeting Agenda
Date:                            Room 121         Time: 10:35



Our Mission: To ensure high levels of learning and growth for all students and adults
within a safe, supportive, and collaborative culture.

ALL MEANS ALL

Team Members Present/Role:
Tasha Gladden
Jason Johnson
Brandin Natzke

[Copy/Paste Role for each team member:]
Facilitator
Record Keeper
Agenda Keeper/Time Keeper
Norms Manager
Charts and Visuals
Materials Organizer
Encourager

Norms: Fall 2022

1. Have a clear purpose and agenda for every
meeting

2. Stay positive and stay on topic.

3. Respect everyone's time and opinions.

4. Everyone should be engaged and contribute
to the discussion. No one can opt-out.

Collective Commitments: Fall 2022

1. Believe the answer is in the room and we
will be committed to collaborating with each
other to find the best solution.

2, Commit to doing what is best for students
even if it is not comfortable for adults.

3. Maintain a positive attitude at team
meetings.

4. No complaining unless we offer a better
alternative.

5.  Teach and assess all essential standards in
our guaranteed viable curriculum and utilize
data to inform instruction.

6.  Conduct is professional but debating is
encouraged.

7. High expectations for learning, behavior,
and citizenship.

Agenda Items/Discussion Notes:
●



What follow-up is needed based on the information shared at this meeting?

Action Steps & Person Responsible:
●

Agenda for Next Meeting: Products/Artifacts for Next Meeting:

Reflection of Norms:

(As a reflection of our meeting, what do we
need to change or add to help us accomplish
our goals for this meeting? What behaviors
need to change?)

Discussion:


